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Banding is a well-known artifact produced by printing systems. It usually appears
as lines perpendicular to the process direction of the print. Therefore, banding is
an important print quality issue which has been analyzed and assessed by many
researchers. However, little literature has focused on the study of the masking effect
of content for this kind of print quality issue. Compared with other image and print
quality research, our work is focused on the print quality of typical documents printed
on a digital commercial printing press. In this paper, we propose a Masking Mediated
Print Defect Visibility Predictor (MMPDVP) to predict the visibility of defects in
the presence of customer content. The parameters of the algorithm are trained from
ground-truth images that have been marked by subjects. The MMPDVP could help
the press operator decide whether the print quality is acceptable for specific customer
requirements. Ultimately, this model can be used to optimize the print-shop work-
flow.
Laser Electro-Photographic (EP) printers are complex systems that can generate
prints with a number of possible artifacts that are very different in nature. It is a
challenging task to develop a single processing algorithm that can effectively identify
such a wide range of print quality defects. In this paper, we describe an image
processing and analysis pipeline that can effectively assess the presence of a wide
range of artifacts, as a general approach. In our paper, we will discuss in detail
the algorithm that comprises the image processing and analysis pipeline, and will
illustrate the efficacy of the pipeline with a number of examples.
xiv
Ghosting is a common print defect in Laser Electro-Photographic (EP) printing,
which refers to a residual image repeat of previously printed content along the paper
process direction, and appear as light or dark region relative to the surrounding field.
Ghosting frequently shows in a mid-tone region following an area of solid fill. It is
important to detect the location and contrast of ghosting to provide the necessary
information about the ghosting source and severity. In this work, we present an
algorithm for detecting and evaluating the ghosting defect. We start with a test
patch design to emphasize the ghosting defect to facilitate further image processing
and analysis. Moving matched filter is used to detect the ghost location along the
scanned test page. The maximum Delta E as the result from the moving matched
filter is used to locate and evaluate the ghosting.




In commercial printing contexts, it is quite reasonable that customers expect good
quality printed documents. Therefore, print shops need to design their work-flow to
pay attention to this important aspect. This makes print quality assessment quite
important for developers of commercial printing systems. However, there are not
many well-developed integrated measurements of print quality. There also has been
a lack of attention in the existing models to the effect of content-masking on the
visibility of print defects. Furthermore, such a print quality assessment should truly
represent the viewers’ observations. Therefore, generating an integrated print quality
model which can predict viewers’ observations is difficult but greatly needed.
On one hand, the existing image quality or fidelity assessment models are mostly
focused on the detection of artifacts caused by the compression of images, but not
general printing defects. On the other hand, the existing print quality assessment
models are most focused on assessing banding visibility with a constant gray-level
background, but not natural color printouts. Furthermore, there has been a lack of
attention to the content-masking effect on the print defect visibility in those models.
Compared with other image and print quality research, our work is focused on
the print quality for real printouts produced by large-scale and high-end printers. We
propose a masking mediated print defect visibility predictor (MMPDVP) to predict
the visibility of defects in the presence of customer content. The parameters of the
algorithm are trained from ground truth images that have been marked by subjects.
2This predictor will help the press operator decide whether the print quality is ac-
ceptable for specific customer requirements. Hopefully, this model can be used to
optimize the print-shop work-flow.
1.1.2 Literature review
Based on the main concerns of our research goal, we classify the research areas of
our literature review into following three categories.
Typical documents printed commercially contain many images. This situation
makes the images an extremely important part in print quality. Images can be pro-
duced by many devices, such as monitors, printers, and copiers, although researchers
usually focus on the image quality and image fidelity which are not produced by print-
ers but the monitors or the cameras. However, the existing image quality and image
fidelity measurements are still a valuable area for us to investigate. Image quality
and image fidelity are not the same, but generally they are used interchangeably [1].
Image quality refers to the preference of one image over the others, while image fi-
delity refers to the accuracy between two images. Here we put them into the same
category, since most of the assessment models on image quality and fidelity have the
same purpose.
Usually, one can describe the image quality assessment assignments in the frame-
work of image fidelity [2]. Many basic and widely used image quality and image fidelity
metrics are in this area. For image quality evaluation, there are Peak Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (PSNR) and Mean Squared Error (MSE); for image fidelity evaluation, there
are Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and point-by-point CIE L∗a∗b∗. The compar-
ison of these metrics has been done in [3, 4]. All of these metrics are convenient and
computing economically, but they do not take into consideration of the perceptual
process performed by Human Visual System (HVS). In the past five decades, many
models have considered the performance of the HVS. Some of them are based on the
pyramid structure of the HVS. These models successfully predict the response of the
3visual system to a set of gray stimuli and then apply the response to a model which
can predict the response of the visual system to complex images [2, 5–13]. But all
these models are monochrome and cannot provide a predicted difference for natural
color images. More recently, researchers have focused on how to extrapolate these
existing models into a color version [14–18]. Most of these algorithms which are based
on the pyramid structure of the HVS will finally provide an overall predicted map
between the original image and the distorted image. Such as Daly’s Visual Difference
Predictor (VDP) [6], Lubin’s Sarnoff Visual Discrimination Model (VDM) [2], and
Christopher Taylor’s Image Fidelity Assessor (IFA) [10, 11] are all approaches which
provide predictions of image fidelity. Our model also accepts two kinds of images
as input [19]. They are the original content image and the original content image
with defect. Then this model will generate an overall predicted map showing where
the viewer might observe a defect. However our model is not based on the pyramid
structure of the HVS model, although it still considered the performance of HVS.
There are also some algorithms that falls into this category, such as the well-known
Structure Similarity (SSIM) index [20–22].
Print quality may be regarded as a special case of the more general image quality,
where we specially focus on print quality issues and artifacts produced by the print-
ing system. Therefore, one can consider print quality assessment as investigating
the image quality from a different perspective. The print quality metrics evaluate
perceptual difference based on the physical characteristics between the original files
and the resulting prints. There has been research concentrating on investigating
banding artifacts and mottle in Laser Electro-Photographic (EP) or inkjet printing
systems [23–33] and toner scatter in EP systems [34,35]. There are also some general
print quality assessment models [36–39]. However most of these models are focused on
assessing banding visibility with a constant gray-scale background where the banding
is produced by small business or home printers.
The real printouts cannot be just constant gray-scale background. However, little
research has concentrated on the content-masking effect. Researchers have noticed the
4masking effect for some time [40], and most of the research has zeroed in on contrast
masking [41–44]. Many studies have been done on the masking effect of the image
content, but when Watson et al. first proposed the term ”entropy masking” [45],
researchers then started to use this terminology. Hemami et al. pointed out that
masking effect is a very important element in image quality [46]. But most of the
masking effect research is not focused on the natural image and print defects.
Our work has been heavily influenced by the above models and theory. The
goal of our MMPDVP is to take into account the content-masking effect of content
produced by a commercial high-end digital press. MMPDVP also considers the HVS’s
perceptual process by training the parameters on ground truth images which are
marked by subjects in our psychophysical experiments. Furthermore, since banding
is one of the most common print defects, we will take banding artifact as our first
target print defect and provide a final prediction map that shows where the viewer
will observe banding. Figure 1.1 indicates that MMPDVP accepts two images as
input and produces one prediction map as output.
Fig. 1.1. The masking mediated print defect visibility predictor (MM-
PDVP) accepts two images as input and produces one prediction map
the predicted defect visibility image (PDVI) as output.
51.1.3 Organization
This MMPDVP topic contains three chapters. In Section 1.2 we explain the back-
ground of the Indigo Press and the application scenario for the masking mediated print
defect visibility predictor. In Chapter 2 we describe the basic idea of the psychophys-
ical experiments that we have conducted to obtain the ground truth information. In
Section 3.2 we explain the structure of the masking mediated print defect visibility
predictor. In Section 3.3 we talk about the training and testing process of our model.
Finally, we draw our conclusions and talk about the future work in Section 3.4.
1.2 Application Scenario for Masking Mediate Print Defect Visibility
Predictor
1.2.1 Indigo Press
Indigo Press is a series of high-end large-scale digital printing presses manufactured
by the Hewlett-Packard company in Israel. This series of presses are well used for
general commercial printing. Except the usual function like direct mail, publications,
photo, flexible packaging, labels, and folding cartons, which can also be done by most
of the printers used for home office and small business. HP Indigo Press can also used
for specialty printing, since this series of presses can print without films and plates.
Furthermore, HP Indigo Press series have several embedded in-line scanners, which
can let the operators to compare the scanned image to the digital reference image on
the fly. This function enables the operators to observe the print defect, then change
images, text, and jobs without stopping the press. Figure 1.2 shows a picture of HP
Indigo WS6000p digital press application.
6Fig. 1.2. HP Indigo WS6000p digital press application.
1.2.2 Application scenario for masking mediated print defect visibility
predictor
Figure 1.3 shows the general framework of the application scenario for MMPDVP.
The top half of the diagram indicates the process of capturing the Indigo Press defect.
Raster image processor (RIP) will convert the PDF file of customer document into
customer’s original digital content image. Then the Indigo Press in-line scanners will
scan the printout from Indigo Press in the same printing process. Finally, one can get
the defect image by subtracting the scanned image with defect from the customer’s
original digital content image. The bottom half of the diagram shows our model
MMPDVP. The MMPDVP accepts the customer’s original digital content image and
defect image as input and produces one predicted defect visibility image (PDVI) as
output. The gray-scale levels of the PDVI indicate the visibility of the defect. Based
on the prediction of our model, black indicates that customers will not observe any
defect; white indicates that there is a high probability that customers will observe
the defect. The result PDVI shown in Fig. 1.3 takes banding as the example defect.
Then black indicates that there is no banding, and white indicates that there is strong
banding.
7Fig. 1.3. General framework of the application scenario for MMPDVP.
It accepts two images as input and produces one prediction map as
output. The gray-scale levels indicate the visibility of banding. (Black
indicates that there is no banding, and white indicates that there is
strong banding).
82. MASKING MEDIATED PRINT DEFECT VISIBILITY
PREDICTOR PSYCHOPHYSICAL EXPERIMENTS
2.1 Background
Banding is one of the most common print artifacts. It usually appears as a lumi-
nance variation and a chromatic variation across a printed page in the scan direction,
which is perpendicular to the paper process direction. Figure 2.1(a) shows an exam-
ple original image with the scan and print process direction. Figure 2.1(b) shows that
original image with simulated banding. In the commercial contexts, the banding will
not be so visible.
2.2 Collecting Modified Ground Truth Data as Marked by Subjects
First, to develop the MMPDVP, we simulate the kind of images that would be
generated during the printing process shown in Fig. 1.3, which have banding defects
on the page content. Second, in order to generate a model based on the HVS, we
need to train the parameter of our model to the modified ground truth information
which we can get from the psychophysical experiments. Therefore, we then use sub-
jective experiments to assess what customers would say about defect visibility in these
images.
2.2.1 Apparatus and conditions
For the following five psychophyical experiments, including two experiments for
subject guiding rulers generation, two experiments for subject guiding rulers valida-
tion, and one experiment for collecting modified ground truth data, we all maintain
the same experiment environment. We display the stimuli on an HP LCD monitor
9(a) Original image.
(b) Image with banding.
Fig. 2.1. Example of the original image and the image with banding.
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display L2206x. The resolution of the display was set to be 100 pixel per inch (ppi) on
a 1920 by 1080 pixels screen with a 60Hz refresh rate. We choose the color setting for
the monitor to be 6500K. We then calibrate the monitor by using the Picture Line-Up
Generation Equipment (PLUGE) test signals to adjust the brightness and contrast
setting. The brightness and contrast settings are 90 (0-100) and 80 (0-100), respec-
tively, and the gamma is 2.2. We present a mid-tone gray color as the background
with two step-wedge patches on both sides of the monitor. Finally, the experiments
are conducted in a dark room with all lights off and the viewing distance is 16 inches.
2.2.2 Subject guiding rulers generation
2.2.2.1 Motivation
To collect the modified ground truth data, we conduct non-reference psychophys-
ical experiment as described in Sec. 2.2.4. There are many ways to operate the
experiment, such as pair comparison and rank order [47]. However, these methods
are hard to quantify the final result. Therefore, a new method is proposed to evaluate
image quality called the quality ruler method [47–50]. By simulating the defects, one
can generate test pages and use those test pages as quality ruler in the subjective
evaluation. There are works that focus on conducting psychophysical experiments
by using the quality ruler method following the guideline of the INCITS W1.1 team
and ISO 20462 [51, 52]. These reports show that the quality ruler method has its
advantage for quantifying the final result. Our work of generating subject guiding
rulers is largely inspired by Keelan’s book and ISO image quality standards.
2.2.2.2 Subject guiding rulers stimulus parameters
The subject guiding rulers use the unit of Just Noticeable Difference (JND), which
provides a natural unit for quality scale calibration [47]. Since banding is perceived
as one dimensional luminance and chromatic variation across a page in the scan
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direction. And the luminance variation dominate the banding visibility. Therefore,
we decide to use sinusoidal grating to generate our stimulus in L∗ channel on a mid-
tone gray patch with L∗ channel pixel value equal to 50. The spatial frequencies of the
banding that we use in the stimuli of modified ground truth experiment is from 0.5
cycle per inch (cpi) to 25 cpi. Based on that fact and the existing research of banding
assessment and characterization [24,26,53–55], we decide the spatial frequency range
of the sinusoidal grating that we add on the guiding ruler is from 5 cpi to 25 cpi.
We then pick up three frequency levels from the range: 6 cpi, 12 cpi, and 24 cpi to
generate the stimuli we use in the subject guiding rulers experiments. The stimulus






This definition is equavalent to the contrast definition proposed by King-Smith and
Kulikowski [56] and nominal contrast defined by Watson [5]. We use percentage
contrast in our experiment. To get one JND from contrast 0% for each frequency
level, we then conduct the detection experiment in a similar way as reference [57,58].
After getting one JND from contrast 0%, we use this JND patch as reference to get
next level of JND by conducting discrimination experiment.
2.2.2.3 Detection experiment
In a single session, the frequency of the stimulus is held constant. We use the
method of constant stimuli. A fixation cross is displayed before and after each trial
as shown in Fig. 2.2 of our Graphical User Interface (GUI). The stimulus is presented
in the center of a uniform gray field with mid-tone gray. Within a session, we present
seven levels of contrast. Each contrast level is presented 30 times. One contrast level
is set at 0%, and the trials with 0% contrast served as “catch” trials. Each trial
is initiated with a 50 ms average luminance uniform field with the fixation cross,
then followed by a 100 ms presentation of the stimulus. The order of the trials is
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randomized. The subject then press the “yes” button if he or she see the stimulus or
the “no” button if he or she does not see the stimulus. Auditory feedback is provided
after each catch trial presentation.
The result of each session is a psychometric function indicating the probability
of detecting the sinusoidal patch at various contrast levels. Figure 2.3 shows an
example of the psychometric function of frequency level 6 cpi. These data are analyzed
using probit analysis to obtain the mean and standard deviation of the best fitting
cumulative Gaussian distribution functions. The contrast level of the mean plus
standard deviation is used as one JND [47,59].
Fig. 2.2. GUI used in detection experiment.
2.2.2.4 Discrimination experiment
A fixation cross remain at the center of a uniform gray image with mid-ton gray
in each session. Within a session, there are six test patches, with different contrast
levels. Three of them have contrast level slightly above reference contrast, while the
other three have contrast level slightly below the reference contrast. In each trial,
each test patch is presented 30 times. The two sinusoidal patches are presented to
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Fig. 2.3. Psychometric function for 6 cpi sinusoidal test patch on
reference contrast level 0% in detection experiment.
either side of the fixation cross as shown in Fig. 2.4. The test patches are presented
in random order, and the side of presentation for the test and references patches are
randomized. The subject is asked to indicate which patch (left or right) had higher
contrast. Auditory feedback is provided after each incorrect response. The results are
analyzed using probit analysis [47,59] to obtain JND. Figure 2.5 shows an example of
the psychometric function of frequency level 24 cpi on reference contrast level 1.2%.
2.2.2.5 Experimental result
We finally get ten JND levels from contrast 0% for each frequency level. Then we
generate the subject guiding rulers as shown in Fig. 2.6. The three patches in each
row of the ruler have the same JND level, the three patches are stimuli with sine-wave
grating 24 cpi, 12cpi, 6 cpi from left to right. We put them into three categories: level
1 indicates weak banding, where the top row and bottom row have an average JND
at 3; level 2 indicates medium banding, where the top row and bottom row have an
14
Fig. 2.4. GUI and example stimuli used in discrimination experiment.
Fig. 2.5. Psychometric function for 24 cpi sinusoidal test patch on
reference contrast level 1.2% in discriminate experiment.
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average JND at 6; level 3 indicates strong banding, where the top row and bottom
row have an average JND at 9.
(a) Level 1 for weak banding.
(b) Level 2 for medium banding
(c) Level 3 for strong banding.
Fig. 2.6. Subject guiding rulers.
Then in Sec. 2.2.4 for collecting the modified ground truth data, subjects are
asked to mark the stimuli with natural image based on the subject guiding rulers.
By having this subject guiding rulers, subjects can have an explicit definition on the
banding visibility levels. Furthermore, this guiding ruler can limited the bias from
stimulus to stimulus and subject to subject.
2.2.3 Subject guiding rulers validation
We then validate the subject guiding rulers with the following two psychophys-
ical experiments. To conduct the two experiments, we first design six images with
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Mondrian art layout, then generate sinusoidal grating within each patch of the image
with different frequencies and contrast levels on mid-tone gray in the same way as
we generate the rulers’ patch. The positions of the sinusoidal grating among the six
images are randomized. Finally, we use these six images as the stimuli in both of the
two psuchophysical experiments. Figure 2.7 shows an example of the stimuli that we
use. The only different between these two experiments is one experiment has rulers
on the bottom of the GUI (Fig. 2.8), while the other one does not have (Fig. 2.9).
Fig. 2.7. Example of Mondrian art layout stimulus that we use in
subject guiding rulers validation experiments.
The experiment setup is described as follow:
1. Twenty subjects participate in this experiment. While ten subjects participate
in the experiment with rulers, ten subjects participate in the experiment without
rulers.
3. One monitor with the same setup as the detection and discrimination experi-
ment.
4. The same six stimuli are shown in both of the two experiments.
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Fig. 2.8. Subject guiding rulers validation experiment with guiding rulers.
Fig. 2.9. Subject guiding rulers validation experiment without guiding rulers.
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5. Step-wedge shown in Fig. 2.10 is used in a vertical direction on both sides of
the GUI in our experiment to help the subject find the right view angle relative to
the monitor. This simple test pattern is evenly spaced from 0 to 100 in L∗ channel.
During the whole experiment, the subject should always try to find the right view
angle so that he or she can distinguish each step.
6. Subjects can choose among three severity levels with different color of markers,
where red means strong level, yellow means medium level, and green means weak
level. Then subjects can draw rectangular mark on the stimuli within each patch to
claim their opinion about the visibility of the sinusoidal grating of that patch.
7. The subjects participate in the experiment with rulers need to make their
decision strictly based on the rulers, while the subjects participate in the experiment
without rulers can make their own judgment.
Fig. 2.10. Example of step-wedge.
We collect the data of all the twenty subjects. Each patch of one stimuli has
a record from each subject’s decision. Compare the record from subjects with the
correct visibility level from our rulers, we then calculate the percentage of the incorrect
subject answer, and call it incorrect count (%).
Table 2.1 shows the incorrect count in percentage of the record from subjects par-
ticipate in experiment with rulers. Table 2.2 shows the incorrect count in percentage
of the record from subjects participate in experiment without rulers. For both of
the two tables, the first column except the last two elements indicates the stimulus
number, and the first row except the last two elements indicates the subject number.
Furthermore, the last two columns of both tables indicate the mean and standard
deviation of the data among all the subjects, while the last two rows of both tables
indicate the mean and standard deviation of the data among all the stimuli. Compare
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Tab. 2.1 and Tab. 2.2, we can see that the answers from subjects with rulers have
a lower mean of the incorrect count among all the subjects, and the standard devi-
ations are also lower than the answers from subjects without rulers. Furthermore,
from Tab. 2.1, which shows the data from the experiment with rulers, we notice that
it is critical to have responsible and skilled subjects. This is the reason we choose to
use one expert subject in the following experiment.
Table 2.1
Incorrect count in percentage (%) of the record from subjects partic-
ipate in experiment with rulers.
HHHHHHHSti
Sub





1 19.4 8.3 5.6 27.8 16.7 11.1 13.9 19.4 22.2 5.6 15 7.4
2 16.7 16.7 11.1 25 16.7 2.8 13.9 13.9 11.1 2.8 13 6.7
3 22.2 5.6 11.1 19.4 19.4 8.3 19.4 13.9 16.7 8.3 14.4 5.8
4 16.7 2.8 16.7 27.8 11.1 16.7 13.9 13.9 8.3 8.3 13.6 6.7
5 11.1 8.3 16.7 19.4 11.1 5.6 5.6 19.4 13.9 11.1 12.2 5.1
6 19.4 8.3 11.1 25 2.7 5.6 25 19.4 13.9 8.3 15.3 6.9
Mean(Sti) 17.6 8.3 12 24 15.3 8.3 15.3 16.7 14.4 7.4 / /
Std(Sti) 3.8 4.6 4.2 3.8 3.4 5 6.5 3 4.8 2.9 / /
2.2.4 Collecting modified ground truth data
After we generate the subject guiding ruler, we then start the process of collecting
modified ground truth data. This process is shown in Fig. 2.11. We add the simulated
defect to the customer’s original digital content image. Then in the psychophysical
experiment as shown in Fig. 2.12, we ask the subjects to mark the banding according
to their observations based on the subject guiding rulers on the bottom of the GUI to
get subject marked images S[m,n]. Again, to be more clear, we have three markers:
red stands for strong banding which is the most visible banding; yellow stands for
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Table 2.2
Incorrect count in percentage (%) of the record from subjects partic-
ipate in experiment without rulers.
HHHHHHHSti
Sub





1 27.8 47.2 33.3 41.7 30.6 44.4 41.7 44.4 36.1 25 37.2 7.8
2 22.2 36.1 30.6 13.9 13.9 25 58.3 30.6 27.8 25 28.3 12.7
3 22.2 27.8 25 13.9 19.4 25 22.2 27.8 22.2 30.6 23.6 4.8
4 19.4 30.6 38.9 13.9 27.8 41.7 50 38.9 36.1 50 34.7 11.9
5 25 38.9 41.7 47.2 19.4 41.7 36.1 50 44.4 41.7 38.6 9.6
6 38.9 33.3 38.9 38.9 25 25 33.3 33.3 36.1 22.2 32.5 6.3
Mean(Sti) 25.9 35.6 34.7 28.2 22.7 33.8 40.3 37.5 33.8 32.4 / /
Std(Sti) 6.9 6.9 6.3 15.9 6.2 9.7 12.8 8.6 7.7 11.1 / /
medium banding; and green stands for weak banding which is the least visible band-
ing. Regions without marks mean there is no visible banding there. After a series
of processing steps, we get the modified ground truth data (MGTI) GM [m,n] for the
training process which is shown in Sec. 3.3, Fig. 3.12. The process for developing the
simulated defects and incorporating them within the customers’ content to get the
stimuli is described in Ref. [55]. The original design of the GUI, and the customer’s
original digital content image used in our psychophysical experiments to assess the
visibility of banding in the presence of customer content is similar as it is described
in Ref. [60]. All the content shown in original digital content image are obtained on
the Purdue University website.
The experiment setup is described as follow:
1. One expert subjects participated in this experiment.
3. One monitor with the same setup as the detection and discrimination experi-
ment.
4. Twenty stimuli are shown in the interface randomly.
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Fig. 2.11. Scenario for generating customer’s original digital content
image, defect image, and the modified ground truth image for training
the MMDVP.
5. Subject guiding rulers in three different levels are shown on the bottom of the
GUI.
6. Step-wedge is used in a vertical direction on both sides of the GUI in the same
way as the subjects guiding rulers validation experiments.
7. Subjects can choose between three severity levels with different color of the
marker and draw rectangular mark on the stimuli in the same way as the subjects
guiding rulers validation experiments.
The ground truth image (GTI) G[m,n] has four levels: the areas with red mark
are integer 9 (JND); areas with yellow mark are integer 6 (JND); areas with green
mark are integer 3 (JND); and finally the regions without marks are integer 0. To get
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Fig. 2.12. Example stimulus with natural image content on GUI,
which is used in psychophysical experiment for collecting modified
ground truth data.
the MGTI GM [m,n], first we get the defect image by subtracting the stimulus with
defect from the customer’s original digital content image, then take absolute value of
it. Second, we need to pick up the value of those pixels in the GTI, which do not
have a zero value in the defect image D[m,n]. After this series of processing steps,
we get the modified ground truth information for the training process.
2.3 Discussion and Conclusion
We used to train our parameters on the GTI directly. After observing the PDVI
results, we notice that there are regions, which our model predict as with banding
actually do not have banding. The reason is that the subject used a rectangle marker
to mark the banding (See Fig. 2.13 for a better vision) in the psychophysical experi-
ment. Then the marker will cover the whole region even there might has no banding
at all. Therefore, the GTI will capture the regions with no banding by mistake. By
masking the defect image (See Fig. 2.15) we can prevent the regions that subject
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marked as banding areas, which actually do not contain banding. Then MGTI (See
Fig. 2.16) will take out the regions marked as visible banding that actually do not
have banding, thus providing us a more accurate modified ground truth data. We
also calculate the root mean square JND of the modified ground truth images on the
marked region. We can see in Fig. 2.17, the average JND around 3.7 which is close
to the weak level of banding. This is the reality of the banding on natural images.
Fig. 2.13. Example of subject marked image.
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Fig. 2.14. Example of ground truth image.
Fig. 2.15. Example of defect image.
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Fig. 2.16. Example of modified ground truth image.
Fig. 2.17. Root mean square JND of the twenty modified ground truth images.
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3. MASKING MEDIATED PRINT DEFECT VISIBILITY
PREDICTOR METHODOLOGY
3.1 Method Background
In this section, we explain the overall structure, features, and prediction framework
of the MMPDVP in detail. Our predictor structure and training approach draw upon
some of the ideas previously used to develop the Optimal Unsharp Mask (OUM) [61]
and the Adaptive Bilateral Filter (ABF) [62]. The method is called pixel classification
algorithm which is based on the Laplacian of Gaussian (LoG) operator. By filtering
the input image with the LoG kernel one can get a high-pass filtered output image.
Then each pixel of the output image will be classified to an integer value. Finally,
a classification map is obtained as a feature for the model. Although, we are not
using the LoG operator, we use four quantizers to get our classification maps for our
MMPDVP.
3.2 Structure of Masking Mediated Defect Visibility Predictor
Figure 3.1 shows the detailed framework for the MMPDVP. There are four features
in this MMPDVP model. As we described above, the idea are similar as which Sang
Ho and Buyue used in OUM and ABF [61, 62]. The four features are quantized into
certain levels to get the classification index images. The four index images, the texture
likelihood index image t[m,n], the uniform salience-object index image u[m,n], the
quantized color index image qc[m,n], and the banding visibility index image b[m,n].
We will discuss the four features in more detail in 3.2.1. Some of the features are
processed in CIE L∗a∗b∗ space. We convert from sRGB space into CIE XY Z space,
then further convert the image from CIE XY Z space into CIE L∗a∗b∗ space.
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Fig. 3.1. Detailed framework for the MMPDVP.
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3.2.1 Four features used in MMPDVP
The four features, the texture likelihood index image t[m,n], the uniform salience-
object index image u[m,n], the quantized color index image qc[m,n], and the banding
visibility index image b[m,n] are obtained from the texture likelihood image Tl[m,n],
the uniform salience-object image Us[m,n], the color image in L
∗a∗b∗ space, and the
banding visibility image Bd[m,n], respectively.
3.2.1.1 For the texture likelihood index image t[m,n].
To get the texture likelihood image Tl[m,n], we use the method that described in
Ref. [63]. This algorithm detects the texture regions based on component counts, and
use Block Truncation Coding (BTC) [64] as the clustering method. We compute the
texture likelihood image from the L∗ channel of the customer’s original digital content
image Co[m,n]. The texture likelihood image Tl[m,n] can provide the information
about how the image content masks the defect. It can show the high frequency regions
such as the text areas shown in Fig. 3.3. Then Tl[m,n] is quantized by a certain level
quantizer to get the texture likelihood index image t[m,n].
The T -quantizer is given by
t [m,n] = Q(Tl) (Tl [m,n])
=
 bT˘l [m,n]c, 0 ≤ T˘l [m,n] < T,T − 1, T˘l [m,n] = T , (3.1)
and
T˘l [m,n] = T
Tl [m,n]−min (Tl [m,n])
max (Tl [m,n])−min (Tl [m,n]) . (3.2)
Here bxc denotes flooring x to the nearest integer that is less than or equal to x.
T is the quantization level for T -quantizer.
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Fig. 3.2. Example of customer’s original content image.
Fig. 3.3. Example of texture likelihood image.
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3.2.1.2 For the uniform salience-object index image u[m,n].
Figure 3.4 shows the framework for getting the uniform salience-object image
Us[m,n]. The input is the customer’s original digital content image in CIE L
∗a∗b∗
space. On one hand, we segment the input by Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM)
with Bayesian Information Criteria (BIC) to get the object map [65]. On the other
hand, we use a salience measure algorithm described in reference [66] to get the
salience map. We then clean up the small regions in the object map and combine
it with the salience map. Finally, we get an uniform salience-object image. This
uniform salience-object image will provide us a uniform value about how salient of
each segment. We assume the salient regions will expose the banding in those areas.
Figure 3.5 shows an example of the uniform salience-object image. Then the uniform
salience-object image Us[m,n] is quantized by a certain level quantizer to get the
uniform salience-object index image u[m,n].
Fig. 3.4. Application for getting uniform salience-object image.
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Fig. 3.5. Example of uniform salience-object image.
The U -quantizer is given by
u [m,n] = Q(Us) (Us [m,n])
=
 bU˘s [m,n]c, 0 ≤ U˘s [m,n] < U,U − 1, U˘s [m,n] = U, (3.3)
and
U˘s [m,n] = U
Us [m,n]−min (Us [m,n])
max (Us [m,n])−min (Us [m,n]) . (3.4)
Here U is the quantization level for U -quantizer.
3.2.1.3 For the quantized color index image q[m,n].
To obtain the quantized color index image q[m,n], we use the customer’s original
digital content image in L∗a∗b∗ space as input. The values in the three channels of
each pixel work as a 3-D feature vector. We then use K-means clustering to classify
the color image into a index image q[m,n] with the expected quantization level.
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Fig. 3.6. Example of quantized color index image.
3.2.1.4 For the banding visibility index image b[m,n].
Fig. 3.7. Overview of MBM.
To obtain the banding visibility index image b[m,n], we first get the defect image
D[m,n] by subtracting the customer’s original digital content image Co[m,n] from
the printed image with banding Cb[m,n]. We then take the absolute value of D[m,n]
as the input to Hila’s Mechanical Band Measurement (MBM) tool [28]. Figure 3.7
shows an overview of the MBM tool. First, one need to get the printout of the test
job from HP Indigo Press, then scan the printout. Most of the time, this MBM tool
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will take a scanned gray-scale printout with mechanical bands as input, and finally
provide a 1-D score that correlates with band severity as output.
As shown in Fig. 3.1, after we get the raw MBM score R[n] (See Fig. 3.8 for
a better vision), we back projected this 1-D score to get a 2-D image called back
projected MBM image Mb[m,n] (See Fig. 3.9) which has the constant banding along
the vertical direction. We multiply this Mb[m,n] by D[m,n] (See Fig. 3.10) to get a
modulated MBM image B[m,n] (See Fig. 3.11), which predicts how the subjects will
see a defect in a gray scale image.
One may argue that why we are not just quantizing the back projected MBM
image Mb[m,n] to get the banding visibility index image b[m,n]. Notice the defect
image D[m,n] in Fig. 3.10 has some dark regions in the image. The defect image
D[m,n] has a very different form compare to the back projected MBM imageMb[m,n].
The banding profile in Mb[m,n] is just a back project from the 1-D score. The banding
is constant along the vertical direction, but the defect image D[m,n] is not. The dark
region in D[m,n] is caused by the color space dependence. By multiplying Mb[m,n]
by the D[m,n], our defect image modulated MBM B[m,n] can accurately chapter
the character of the defect to what the subjects observe.
Fig. 3.8. Example of raw MBM score.
We use the same method as the previous two images to get the banding visibility
index image b[m,n].
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Fig. 3.9. Example of back projected MBM image.
Fig. 3.10. Example of defect image.
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Fig. 3.11. Example of modulated MBM image.
The B-quantizer given by
b [m,n] = Q(Bd) (Bd [m,n])
=
 dB˘d [m,n]e, 0 ≤ B˘d [m,n] < B,B − 1, B˘d [m,n] = B, (3.5)
and
B˘d [m,n] = B
Bd [m,n]−min (Bd [m,n])
max (Bd [m,n])−min (Bd [m,n]) . (3.6)
Here dxe denotes ceiling x to the nearest integer that is more than or equal to x.
B is the quantization level for B-quantizer.
The texture likelihood image accounts for the image content masking effect, the
uniform salience-object image accounts for the banding weight in each segment, the
quantized color image accounts for the color dependence of defect visibility, and the
defect visibility image provides the defect information. The impact of these four
features on overall defect visibility is summarized by four quantized index images,
which are analogous to segmentation images. The predicted defect visibility is chosen
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independently for each different combination of quantizer output levels. For each such
combination, the predicted defect visibility is stored as a parameter in the PDVI Look-
Up Table (LUT). By training these quantized images to the modified ground truth
information, we can optimize the parameters, and better predict how the subjects
observe the defects in a specific region. For the record, we always use T = U = Qc = B
in this work.
3.2.2 Predictor structure
The predictor is simply a 4-D LUT that yields an identical prediction for all
occurrences of the same four-tuple of values from the four index images. To specify




t0 = {[m,n] : t [m,n] = t0} , 0 ≤ t0 ≤ T − 1, (3.7)






[m,n] : qc [m,n] = q(c0)
}




= {[m,n] : b [m,n] = b0} , 0 ≤ b0 ≤ B − 1. (3.10)
All the pixels with the same quantization level are in the same segment region.
These regions will be used in Sec. 3.3 for the training and testing processes. Then
the PDVI result is defined as
Gˆ [m,n] = (TlUsQcBd) [t [m,n] , u [m,n] , qc [m,n] , b [m,n]] . (3.11)
Having explained the structure of our predictor, we will next introduce in Sec. 3.3
how we train the set of free parameters to the modified ground truth information.
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3.3 Training and Testing Process
3.3.1 Training the parameters on the modified ground truth information
Once we finish the step of converting the subject marked image S[m,n] to the
MGTI GM [m,n], we then train the parameters on the modified ground truth infor-
mation to get the optimized parameters for our MMPDVP. Figure 3.12 shows the
training process for the MMPDVP. After generating the customer’s original digital
content image and defect image, we use these two images as input to the MMPDVP
with free parameters. We then calculate the cost function, which penalizes the dif-
ference between the output PDVI of the MMPDVP and the modified ground truth
data.
Fig. 3.12. Framework for MMPDVP training process. We calculate
the cost function, which penalizes the difference between the output
PDVI of the MMPDVP and the modified ground truth data. We
minimize this cost function to get the optimized parameters.














∣∣∣iGˆ [m,n]− iGM [m,n]∣∣∣2, (3.12)
as the total squared error between the predicted and actual ground truth. Here the
parameter i indexes the results for the individual modified ground truth images used








qc0 , and Ω
(Bd)
b0
are defined by Eqs. (3.7) -(3.10). For
each region with a different combination of values for t, u, qc, and b, we calculate the
total squared error between the MGTI and the PDVI.
By minimizing the cost function, we get the optimized parameters

(TlUsQcBd)
OPT [t, u, qc, b] as

(TlUsQcBd)












which is the conditional mean of GM [m,n], given the four-tuple value [t, u, qc, b] for
the three index images. We then store these optimized parameters 
(TlUsQcBd)
OPT [t, u, qc, b]
in the PDVI LUT.
3.3.2 Training results
We use the optimized parameters, which are stored in the PDVI LUT to get the
PDVI training results. We use twenty customer’s original digital content images, then
apply twenty banding prototypes on these original content images, respectively, to get
twenty different stimuli. These are then marked by subject to yield a total of twenty
unique standard subject-marked images for training and/or testing. We choose to use
nineteen images in Eqs. (3.12) and (3.13) for training and one for testing purposes.
We will show the training PDVI result for T = U = Qc = B = 8 quantization levels
as an example. Since quantization level 4 is under-fitting, and quantization level 16 is
over-fitting. Figure 3.13 - Fig. 3.15 show an example stimulus that is generated with
one customer’s original digital content image with one banding prototype, subject
marked image, and the PDVI training result for that stimulus.
Our subject marked image does not mark the top black region shown in Fig. 3.14.
However, our PDVI training result shown in Fig. 3.15 do have low response in that
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Fig. 3.13. Example stimulus (customer’s original digital content image
with one banding prototype).
Fig. 3.14. Subject marked image on the same stimulus to compare with Fig. 3.15.
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Fig. 3.15. PDVI training result for T = U = Qc = B = 8 quantization levels.
region, which is highlighted in red boxes. And after we check the stimuli, there do
have some low level banding in the top black region. This can be a sign that we
need to be more careful for getting the subject marked image. Furthermore, we
observe that in the region which is highlighted in yellow boxes, where the stimulus
has text or high frequency texture, which will masked the banding. The subjects
didn’t mark anything, and the PDVI training results also didn’t have any response.
For those regions subjects marked as yellow and green, the PDVI training result do
have response, such as the region which is highlighted in the green boxes.
3.3.3 Testing process and error measure
The testing process is similar to the training process. The key elements are the
input testing stimulus set and the parameters of the MMPDVP. The testing stimulus
set consists of three-tuples of images. Each three-tuple contains the customer’s orig-
inal digital content image, a simulation of the banding that would have appeared on
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that content if the document had been printed with the target digital press, and the
subject-marked version of that simulated print.
The parameters of the MMPDVP are assumed to have been optimized according










∣∣∣iGˆ [m,n]−iGM [m,n]∣∣∣2, (3.14)
which is the root mean squared error in JND between the PDVI result and the MGTI
marked by the subject on the stimulus. Here N is the total number of the pixels in
each image and I is the total number of modified ground truth images used for testing.
3.3.4 Testing results
We use the optimized parameters, which are stored in the PDVI LUT to get the
PDVI testing result. We show testing result on one stimulus. We use nine images in
Eqs. (3.12) and (3.13) for training and one for testing purposes.
From Fig. 3.16 and Fig. 3.17, we can observe that the PDVI test result capture
most of the banding compare with the subject marked image. However, there is still
room for PDVI to improve on separating the severity levels based on the subject
marked image.
3.3.5 Cross-validation
We compare the PDVI result on quantization level 8 with a scaled inverse version
of SSIM image and a scaled normalized inverse version of pixel-wise Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (SNR) image. Figure 3.18 and Fig. 3.19 show their example result on the same
content, respectively. We can observe that MMPDVP do a better job on defining
the severity level of banding in dark region. To test the accuracy of our MMPDVP
quantization level 8, we do a leave-one out cross-validation. Figure 3.20 shows the
mean error and standard deviation in JND from cross validation for all the three
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Fig. 3.16. Subject marked image on the same stimulus to compare
with Fig. 3.17 - Fig. 3.19.
Fig. 3.17. PDVI testing result for T = U = Qc = B = 8 quantization levels.
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methods, we can observe that the MMPDVP quantization level 8 has the lowest
mean error and standard deviation.
Fig. 3.18. Scaled inverse SSIM
3.4 Conclusion
We develop a full-reference predictor for print quality defects generated by a high-
end digital press. The predictor is intended to take as input the customer’s original
digital content and a scanned version of the final printed version of that content [67].
It generates an image map that at each pixel predicts the defect visibility there. Two
important aspects of our predictor are that it considers the masking effect of the
customer content on defect visibility, and it is trained offline from subject-marked
images of typical defects on typical customer content. The prediction is based on
four features: local texture, saliency-object image, color quantiztion, and visually-
weighted defect strength. The predictor structure is a simple look-up table with the
quantized feature images as input. This allows ease of implementation and flexibility
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Fig. 3.19. Scaled normalized inverse pixel-wise SNR.
Fig. 3.20. mean error and standard deviation in JND from cross
validation for quantization level 8, scaled inverse SSIM, and scaled
normalized inverse pixel-wise SNR.
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in capturing the nuances of the input and training data. In this work, we consider
only the defect of banding that is orthogonal to the process direction of the digital
press. Our results show promise for this overall approach to content-mediated print
defect visibility prediction.
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4. A GENERAL APPROACH FOR ASSESSMENT OF
PRINT QUALITY
4.1 Introduction
Laser Electro-Photographic (EP) printing devices are complex systems, for which
the quality of printed documents results from the combination of a large number of
factors. For instance, the performance of the print engine, print cartridge, fuser, and
other system components can affect the Print Quality (PQ) in numerous aspects, and
cause various artifacts.
Several common PQ artifacts that are well studied. Take banding as an example.
It is primarily caused by the fluctuations in the angular velocity of the Optical Photo-
Conductor (OPC) drum. Most of the time, banding exhibits quasiperiodic variation
with medium to low frequency along the process direction. A similar artifact is
jitter, except that this artifact has much higher frequency content. Together with
repetitive pitch bands, impulse bands, and streaks, all these artifacts are directional.
Wavelet-based approaches that extract one artifact and filter out others are well-
suited for analysis of such directional artifacts [33, 36–38, 68]. They may not be so
well-suited for analysis of PQ defects, such as graininess [37] or mottle that lack strong
directionality, or PQ defects that are highly localized, such as spots. Determining the
perceptibility and acceptable levels of specific directional defects is quite important.
To address this problem, visual inspection, which factors in human perception, has
been conducted by examination of actual printed samples [28,33,36–38,68–70] or by
softcopy inspection of images that contain simulated print quality defects [23–25].
Other works provide a spatial visualization tool [27], and consider the masking effect
of print document content [19] on banding. There are also papers that concentrate
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on specific PQ defects, such as ghosting [68], toner scatter [35], and tire marks [71]
in EP printing systems.
The approaches discussed above for detecting and assessing PQ defects largely
focus on one kind of artifact. However, real print documents can have numerous
artifacts present at the same time, as shown in Fig. 4.1. Here we see two spots, one
dark and one light highlighted in black boxes, an impulse band/streak indicated by
the black arrow, and strong large-area nonuniformity artifacts at the top and bottom
edges of the page. There is also not very visible jitter along the vertical direction in
the background. Therefore, what is needed is one general approach that can detect
artifacts with or without specific directional orientation. The work conducted by
the INCITS W1.1 macro-uniformity team [69, 70, 72, 73] on developing methods for
assessing macro-uniformity is a step in this direction; but it does not provide a spatial
map that identifies specific PQ defects on the page.
Fig. 4.1. An example print document with multiple artifacts.
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In this chapter, we develop an image processing and analysis pipeline that takes as
its input a reference digital image and the printed and scanned version of that digital
image, and generates an output image that displays a map of the significant defects
in the printed image. The analysis is based on two major components: the Structural
Similarity (SSIM) index [20,74] and the difference between the digital reference image
and the printed and scanned image.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 introduces the
proposed image processing and analysis pipeline. Section 4.3 provides the experimen-
tal results, and Section 4.4 contains conclusions and future work.
4.2 Proposed Image Processing and Analysis Pipeline
We describe one major algorithm in detail as the fundamental structure of our
approach. This algorithm works on uniform test pages with dark and light banding,
streaks, bands, spots, and other defects, as well. As shown in Fig. 4.2, there are two
inputs to this whole process. One is the master image or reference image Rrgb[m,n].
The other one is the scanned image Srgb[m,n]. Both images are in sRGB color space.
Both Rrgb[m,n] and Srgb[m,n] are inputs to the image analysis algorithm, which
provides a spatial visualization of the detected artifacts, as well as some statistics
and metrics. All the results from the image analysis are stored in a database for
further use.
Fig. 4.2. Fundamental structure of proposed image processing and analysis pipeline.
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The analysis is based on three major elements: the SSIM index image I[m,n],
the error map E[m,n], and the detection map D[m,n]. The basic approach is to
calculate the SSIM index image I[m,n] and the error map E[m,n] using two different
processes, and then to combine them to get a final detection map D[m,n]. The main
motivation for this approach is that the SSIM index image I[m,n] measurement can
effectively find local defects, whereas the error map E[m,n] procedure is better for
detecting more distributed defects that cover a larger area of the image. By merging
the results from these two very different methods, our analysis can capture the best
characteristics of each approach.
Initially, both the reference image and the scanned image are in the sRGB color
space. Several preprocessing steps are applied to these images. As shown in Fig. 4.3,
we first apply color space conversion from sRGB to CIE L∗a∗b∗ to the images, then
take the L∗ channel to get RL[m,n] and SL[m,n]. After a down-sampling procedure,
we obtain the prepared reference image R[m,n] and scanned image S[m,n] at the
target resolution. In our work, we use 75 dpi. This completes the preparation of the
input information.
4.2.1 SSIM index image I[m,n]
The SSIM index [20] has become a popular measure for assessing image quality,
and has been applied in a wide range of applications. Rather than simply considering
the pixel-by-pixel difference between a reference image and a reproduction of that
reference, it is based on the computation of three separate measures of local similarity
in luminance, contrast, and spatial structure. The version [74] that we use includes
a local block matching step that is designed to compensate for local misregistration
between the reference image and the reproduction. This is particularly important
when the reproduction is obtained by printing and scanning the reference image, due
to local non-unformities in spatial scale that can be introduced by the printing and
scanning processes.
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Fig. 4.3. Block diagram of overall image analysis algorithm.
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In this chapter, the modified SSIM considers two images X and Y . For each pair
of image patches x of X and y of Y within a moving Gaussian window, the SSIM
score I(x, y) is defined to be
I (x, y) = l (x, y) · c (x, y) · s (x, y) , (4.1)
where l, c, and s are the luminance, contrast, and structure components, respectively.
This definition of SSIM score is the same as the simplest version of the SSIM score
I (x, y) = [l (x, y)]α · [c (x, y)]β · [s (x, y)]γ in reference [20], when α = β = γ = 1. In
reference [74], the definition is modified to be I (x, y) = l (x, y)·c (x, y)· 1
2
(
s (x, y) + 1
)
,
in order to put the SSIM score in the range [0, 1].
For the moving Gaussian window, we use a 5 × 5 circularly symmetric Gaussian
weighting function w = {ωi| i = 1, 2, . . . , N}, with standard deviation of 1.5. Then
the estimates of the local statistics: weighted mean µx, standard deviation σx, and








ωi (xi − µx)
2




ωi (xi − µx) (yi − µy) . (4.4)
Then we define the l, c, and s components as follows
l (x, y) =
2µxµy + C1
µx2 + µy2 + C1
, (4.5)










where C1, C2, and C3 are constants to stabilize the computation. Detailed definitions
of these three constants and usage of the three components can be found in reference
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[20]. In this chapter, the luminance l and contrast c have exactly the same definition
as in references [20, 74]. However, we use the absolute value of σxy in the structure
component s, which is different from references [20,74], since we would like the SSIM
score to obey the following properties
I (x, y) = I (y, x) , (4.8)
I (x, y) ∈ [0, 1] , (4.9)
I (x, y) = 1, ⇐⇒ x ≡ y. (4.10)
In making these modifications, we are following the same three properties in ref-
erence [74]. However, unlike reference [74], we use slightly different definitions for the









the second property. In reference [20], the range of the SSIM score is [−1, 1]. In this
chapter and reference [74] the range of SSIM score is [0, 1], where 0 is solid black
indicating the worst possible defect, and 1 is solid white indicating that there is no
defect.
In this chapter, the inputs to the modified SSIM measurement are the reference
image R[m,n] (X) and the scanned image S[m,n] (Y ). The SSIM score I(x, y)
between images X and Y at each position of the moving Gaussian window forms the
the SSIM index image I[m,n] with the same size as that of R[m,n] and S[m,n].
4.2.2 Error map E[m,n]
To prepare the error map E[m,n], we first need to calculate the base map B[m,n].
Figure 4.4 shows a block diagram for this process. We apply one of a set of 2-D
moving average filters to each of nine regions of the scanned image S[m,n] defined
by the partition shown in Fig. 4.5. A moving average filter with specific window size
[Nhi, Nwi] is applied to the scanned image Si[m,n] within the i-th region, i = 1, ..., 9.
The dimensions of each region relative to the dimensions of the entire image are
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Fig. 4.4. Detailed framework for calculating the base map.
Fig. 4.5. Partitioning of the image into nine regions for the moving
average filter step.
indicated by the fractions shown in Fig. 4.5. The filter output from the i-th region is
given by
Bi [m,n] = f (Si [m,n] , Nhi, Nwi) . (4.11)
Here the function f (·) is the 2-D moving average filter with window height Nhi and
width Nwi defined as
Nhi = r ·Hi, (4.12)
Nwi = r ·Wi, (4.13)
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where Hi and Wi are the height and width of the i-th region. In this chapter, we use
the ratio r = 0.5.
Finally, we combine the filter outputs Bi[m,n] from all nine regions to form the
base map B[m,n]. This base map B[m,n] is basically a smoothed version of the
scanned image S[m,n]. The intent of the moving average filtering operation is to
suppress the highest frequency components of the noise, while retaining the spatial
structure of the defects. The motivation for partitioning the image into a large center
block, smaller blocks along the edges, and even smaller blocks in the four corners, is
based on our empirical observation that the spatial scale of the defects also decreases
approximately in proportion to the size of these regions. Thus we are eliminating a
fixed fraction of the high-frequency content across the entire image.










max (E ′ [m,n])−min (E ′ [m,n]) . (4.15)
In Eq.(4.14), we invert the absolute difference between the scanned image S[m,n]
and the base map B[m,n]. In this way, after normalization, as is the SSIM index
image I[m,n], the error map E[m,n] is in the range [0, 1], where 0 is solid black
indicating the worst possible defect, and 1 is solid white indicating that there is no
defect.
4.2.3 Detection map D[m,n]
Once we get the SSIM index image I[m,n] and error map E[m,n], they need to
be clipped according to
Ic[m,n] =




 1, E[m,n] > TerrorE[m,n], else . (4.17)
Clipping is performed on the SSIM index image I[m,n] and the error map E[m,n]
to get rid of most of the mottle in the background. The thresholds Tssim and Terror
are chosen by calculating the nine regions’ statistics of the SSIM index image and
the error map, respectively. In this chapter, we use the same partitioning method as
shown in Fig. 4.5 to divide the above two images into the nine regions.
By multiplying Ic[m,n] and Ec[m,n] together, we define the detection mapD[m,n]
as
D [m,n] = Ic [m,n] · Ec [m,n] ·M [m,n] . (4.18)
Here M [m,n] is a binary mask, which is used to locate the region of interest (ROI).
The detection map D[m,n] provides a spatial visualization of the print defects. It
is also in the range [0, 1]. The gray scale of the detection map D[m,n] indicates the
severity of the defects, where 0 is solid black indicating the worst possible defect,
and 1 is solid white indicating that there is no defect. We first define the inverse





















as a metric that indicates the total score of the defects over the entire defect region.
P and C together will provide the information for the print defect severity, higher
P and C indicate better print quality. For example, when P is high and C is low,
it indicates that the target print test page appears severe defects which only cover a
small amount of regions compare with the whole page.
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Running under Windows 7 on a computer with an Intel Core i7-2640 2.80 GHz
CPU, the whole process of this approach on a ROI with about 638× 825 pixels takes
approximately 5 seconds.
4.3 Experimental Results
In this section, we present several experimental results. Figure 4.6 shows the
spatial visualization results for the example print document with multiple defects we
mentioned at the beginning of this chapter. Figure 4.6(a) is the original scanned
image with defects; Fig. 4.6(b) is the detection map; Fig. 4.6(c) is the error map
before clipping; Fig. 4.6(d) is the error map after clipping; Fig. 4.6(e) is the SSIM
index image before clipping; Fig. 4.6(f) is the SSIM index image after clipping. All the
measurement figures from Fig. 4.6(b) - 4.6(f) are in the range [0, 1]. The gray value
in these images indicates the severity of the defects, where 0 is solid black indicating
the worst possible defect, and 1 is solid white indicating that there is no defect.
As shown in Figs. 4.6(a) - 4.6(f), there are two spots, one light and one dark,
highlighted by the red circles, an impulse streak highlighted by the yellow box, and
three regions of large-area non-uniformity highlighted by the green boxes. Comparing
Fig. 4.6(c) with 4.6(d), and Fig. 4.6(e) with 4.6(f),we can see the clipping can remove
most of the noise and mottle in the background. Furthermore, Figs. 4.6(e) and 4.6(f)
show that the SSIM index image I[m,n] works well for local defects, such as spots.
And Figs. 4.6(c) and 4.6(d) show that the error map E[m,n] can expose the defects
that cover larger regions, such as large-area non-uniformities and impulse bands. By
combining Fig. 4.6(d) with 4.6(f), we get the defect map D[m,n] shown in Fig. 4.6(b).
The two spots are enhanced by the SSIM index image I[m,n]. Comparing Fig. 4.6(a)
with Fig. 4.6(b), we can observe that the detection map can locate both the dark and
light spots, the dark impulse band along the vertical direction, the large-area non-
uniformity along the image top and bottom edges, and identify a reasonable amount





Fig. 4.6. Experimental results for a ROI with multiple defects. (a)
Original scanned image with defects; (b) detection map; (c) error map
before clipping; (d) error map after clipping; (e) SSIM index image
before clipping; (f) SSIM index image after clipping.
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Figure 4.7 shows the spatial visualization results for a print document with a light
impulse streak, which is highlighted with a green box. From Fig. 4.7(c) - Fig. 4.7(f),
we can draw the same conclusion. The clipping can clean up most of the noise and
mottle in the background, and the SSIM index image I[m,n] can enhance the local
defects in the defect map D[m,n]. Comparing the original scanned image Fig. 4.7(a)
with the detection map Fig. 4.7(b), we can observe that the algorithm locates the




Fig. 4.7. Experimental results for a ROI with light streak. (a) Original
scanned image with defects; (b) detection map; (c) error map before
clipping; (d) error map after clipping; (e) SSIM index image before
clipping; (f) SSIM index image after clipping.
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4.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we develop an image processing and analysis pipeline based on
a general approach that can effectively assess the presence of a wide range of de-
fects. The algorithm takes a digital reference or master page and the printed and
scanned version of the reference page as input, then it generates a gray scale spatial
visualization map that indicates the location and severity of defects as output. The
defect map is based on combining an SSIM index image and an error map, which
are generated by fundamentally different means. We observe that the SSIM index
image I[m,n] measurement works well for localized defects, such as spots; and the
error map E[m,n] procedure is advantageous for detecting defects that are not highly
localized, such as large area nonuniformities and impulse bands. Clipping of these
two components suppresses the noise in the background, while still leaving a reason-
able amount of graininess, and better exposing the significant defects in the detection
map D[m,n]. Our experimental results show promise for this general approach to




Ghosting is a Print Quality (PQ) defect which may appear as a single or repetitive
artifact presenting vestigial objects at a certain interval as shown in Fig. 5.1. The
frequency depends on the causal mechanism and the circumference of the offending
rotating component. The cause of the ghosting also determines whether the ghosting
is a positive(dark) or a negative(light) one. Although there are many sources of the
ghosting, the most common cause is residual toner particles remain on the Organic
Photo-Conductor (OPC) drum or the fuser [75–77]. If a cleaning blade does not
work properly, toner particles from previous printed object near the leading edge of
the page that do not fully transfer to the media/transfer belt, will transfer to the
media/transfer belt during a following revolution of the OPC drum. This is the
common cause of a ghosting to appear on the page along the process direction. The
distance between the original object and its ghosting provides information about the
circumference of the defective rotating component. The characteristic of ghosting has
been well studied in reference [54]. A commercially available image analysis system to
detect and quantify ghosting using Fourier analysis was developed in reference [77]. A
technique that combined the human perception factor and the Fourier analysis metric
to provide a final ghosting index that reflects the ghosting severity was introduced in
reference [75]. A spatial analysis based on wavelet filtering and template matching
in lightness channel was well defined in reference [76]. Ghosting test patterns were
also designed in these existing works [53,75–77]. However, it will be more accurate to
take advantage of both the spatial analysis and Fourier analysis, finally provide one
metric which also take the human perceptual factor into account.
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In this chapter, we propose an algorithm for detecting and evaluating ghosting by
first applying template matching in CIE L∗a∗b∗ color space, and then calculating the
color difference. The template matching step in L∗ channel will indicate the position
and the type (light or dark) of the ghosting. We then calculate the color difference
among L∗, a∗, and b∗ to get the Delta E for evaluating purpose. We also calculate
the sharpness of ghosting according to the method described in reference [75]. We
will perform psychophysical experiment to study the perceptual contrast of ghosting,
and then combine the sharpness metric with Delta E to improve our final evaluation
in the future.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 describes the test pattern de-
sign and the proposed algorithm for detecting and evaluating ghosting. Section 5.3
provides experimental result. We then conclude in Section 5.4.
Fig. 5.1. An example of test page with source test pattern and ghosting.
5.2 Measurement Methodology
5.2.1 Test pattern design
A well-designed test page is very important for the measurement of ghosting. The
test page should elicited the worst case ghosting for a printing system and the test
pattern should be suitable for future analysis. Reference [75] proposes such a test
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page, in which the source pattern consists of a series of black rectangular bars, and
followed by a medium gray field. We use the same concept in our test pattern design.
The source test pattern, as shown in the top of Fig. 5.1, consists of 11 rectangular
bars. The width of the margin between each bar is the same as the width of the
black bar itself. In this way, we can have an enhanced magnitude of the ghosting in
frequency domain when we do the Fourier analysis later. The height of the rectangular
bars is selected according to prior knowledge of the circumferences of the rotating
components. So that this test page can do the best to eliminate the possibility of
overlapping between the ghosting caused by different rotating components. The test
page is halftone and printed at 600 dpi, then the printout is scanned at 600 dpi.
5.2.2 Template matching
The bottom half part of Fig. 5.2 shows the process of the template matching
algorithm. After we get the printout test pages, we first locate the Region of Interest
(ROI), which is the flat medium gray field called ghosting image Grgb. We then
convert the Grgb from sRGB to CIE L
∗a∗b∗ color space and get the ghosting images
of Gl, Ga, and Gb in separate L
∗, a∗, and b∗ channels. We apply template matching
on Gl, Ga, and Gb separately to get the 1-D profile Pl, Pa, and Pb from each of them.
Finally, we calculate Delta E based on the three 1-D profiles.
The major part of this algorithm is the template matching. For each ghosting
image Gl, Ga, and Gb, we use the same method to process the image. There are
two template as shown in Fig. 5.3. The left template Tg in Fig. 5.3(a) starts with a
white bar, and looks like an inverse version of the source test pattern. The pixel value
of white region is one, and the pixel value of black region is zero. By multiplying
template Tg with the ROI and moving along the process direction, we are extracting
the data from the potential region that ghosting might appear. To the contrary, the
right template Tb in Fig. 5.3(b) starts with a black bar. By multiplying template Tb
with the ROI and moving along the process direction, we will extract the average value
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Fig. 5.2. Overview of the ghosting detection and evaluation algorithm.
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from the background. Therefore, we define the 1-D profile Pj from Gj (j = l, a, b.)











Tk [m− i+ 1, n]
, (5.1)
and
pj (i) = Pjg (i)− Pjb (i) . (5.2)
Where i = 1, · · · , H−h+1; j = l, a, b; k = g, b. H is the height of the ROI, which
in this case is the height of Gl, Ga, and Gb; W is the width of the ROI; h is the height
of the source test pattern. By taking difference between Pjg and Pjb, we are actually
subtracting the background value that surround the ghosting and get the magnitude
of the difference between the ghosting and non-ghosting regions. In this way, we can
eliminate the effect of the noise and the low fluctuation in the background. The sign
of Pl will indicate the type (light or dark) of the ghosting.















where Pl, Pa, and Pb are the mean value of Pl, Pa, and Pb, respectively. The peak(s)
in 1-D Delta E indicate(s) the start position of the ghosting, the sign of that point
in Pl indicates the type of the ghosting. For the record, we focus on achromatic test
pages for now. As we know, human eye is more sensitive to changes in gray levels, and
a difference of 0.5 Delta E might be noticeable to experts. Therefore, we then define
one Delta E as the threshold of pass or fail. If the value of the peak in 1-D Delta E is
less than 0.5, then the relative ghosting has a rank A; if it is between 0.5 to 1, then
the relative ghosting has a rank B; between 1 to 1.5, then the relative ghosting has
a rank C; if it is larger than 1.5, then the relative ghosting has a rank D. Test pages
with rank A and B are acceptable and those with rank C and D are unacceptable.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 5.3. Templates used in the template matching. (a) Template for
potential ghosting region Tg; (b) template for background region Tb.
5.2.3 Sharpness calculation
Fig. 5.4. Process of getting compensate 1-D profile.
After we get the position of the interested ghosting, we then crop the defect region
gl in L
∗ channel and do Fourier analysis to get the sharpness metric of it, which is
shown in the top half of Fig. 5.2. To prepare the data before performing FFT, we
perform the following steps as shown in Fig. 5.4 to get the compensate 1-D profile
g. First, we do a 1-D projection on the ghosting defect region gl to get the raw 1-D
profile gr. We then remove the DC component, and further apply a median filter with
window size 800 on the DC removal profile gd to get a baseline B. After subtracting
the baseline B from DC removal profile gd, we achieve the compensate 1-D profile g.
Example of the four 1-D profiles are shown in Fig. 5.5.
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Fig. 5.5. Example of the four 1-D profiles.
Fig. 5.6. Example of the compensate 1-D profile in frequency domain.
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Figure 5.6 is an example of the compensate 1-D profile g in frequency domain.
We then define the sharpness of the ghosting edges according to reference [75] as
sharpness =
First
Third · Fifth2 , (5.4)
where First, Third, and Fifth indicate the magnitude of First harmonic, Third
harmonic, and Fifth harmonic as shown in Fig. 5.6. This metric represent an overall
ghosting sharpness of the vertical edges in the ghosting defect region.
5.3 Experimental Result
In this section, we show the experimental result. The algorithm of template
matching and Delta E calculation is applied on a real sample with both dark ghosting
and light ghosting. Figure 5.7 is presenting the final Delta E on the top of that real
sample. On the top left of the evaluated result image, there are ranks and types of
the ghosting defect that present in this target sample. If it is a dark ghosting the
peak of the Delta E would point to left from the center black line of the image, and
if it is a light ghosting the peak of the Delta E would point right from the center
black line of the image. We locate the ghosting peaks by highlighting them, and
pointing to the rulers along both the left and right sides. The number shows on the
ruler indicates the circumference of the defective rotating component. The slope of
the Delta E around the peak which highlight the ghosting indicate the sharpness of
the ghosting along the top and bottom edges. While the sharpness metric that we
calculate by using Fourier analysis is indicating an overall sharpness of the ghosting
along the vertical edges of each bar.
We further test the algorithm on 82 samples. The evaluation time taken by the
expert was about two and half hours. While our algorithm evaluated the samples four
second per page. Figure 5.8 shows the comparison of the evaluation result between
our algorithm and the expert visual score, the matching accuracy for pass or fail is
92%.
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Fig. 5.7. Example evaluation result on a real printout document sample.
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Fig. 5.8. Comparison of the evaluation result between our algorithm
and the expert visual score.
5.4 Conclusion
This chapter presents an algorithm for detecting and evaluating the ghosting de-
fects in EP printers, including a test pattern design. Template matching and Delta
E calculation extract the ghosting position and evaluate the ghosting severity. The
sharpness metric can provide the edge information of the ghosting defect region. Our
experimental results show promise for this whole process to detect and evaluate ghost-
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